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Abstract

This paper shows that the elimination of fault-agnostic
instability, the instability caused by fault-agnostic dis-
tributed control, substantially improves BGP convergence
speed. To this end, we first classify BGP convergence in-
stability into two categories: fault-agnostic instability and
distribution-inherent instability; secondly, we prove the im-
possibility of eliminating all distribution-inherent insta-
bility in distributed routing protocols; thirdly, we de-
sign the Grapevine Border Gateway Protocol (G-BGP)
to show that all fault-agnostic instability can be elimi-
nated. G-BGP eliminates all fault-agnostic instability under
different fault and routing policy scenarios by (i) piggyback-
ing onto BGP UPDATE messages fine-grained information
about faults to the nodes affected by the faults, (ii) quickly
resolving the uncertainty between link and node fail-
ure as well as the uncertainty of whether a node has
changed route, and (iii) rejecting obsolete fault informa-
tion.

We evaluate G-BGP by both analysis and simulation.
Analytically, we prove that, by eliminating fault-agnostic
instability, G-BGP achieves optimal convergence speed in
several scenarios where BGP convergence is severely de-
layed (e.g., when a node or a link fail-stops), and when the
shortest-path-first policy is used, G-BGP asymptotically im-
proves BGP convergence speed except in scenarios where
BGP convergence speed is already optimal (e.g., when a
node or a link joins). By simulating networks with up to
115 autonomous systems, we observe that G-BGP improves
BGP convergence stability and speed by an order of magni-
tude.
Keywords: BGP, fault-agnostic instability, distribution-
inherent instability, convergence speed, path-vector rout-
ing
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1. Introduction

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is used to coor-
dinate routing among autonomous systems (simply called
ASes hereafter) in the Internet [14]. Theoretically, BGP
does not guarantee convergence and allows persistent route
oscillations in several scenarios, such as conflicting rout-
ing policies and improper IBGP configurations [3, 11, 12].
This issue has been extensively studied, and a variety of ap-
proaches have been proposed [3, 9, 11, 12].

Our problem of interest, therefore, is the scenario where
BGP does converge, but its convergence exhibits instability
(i.e., allowing unnecessary route changes) and is potentially
slow (e.g., taking up to 15 minutes after the disconnection
of a single AS [15, 16]).� Instability during convergence is undesirable. First, it

increases the probability of message reordering, which
is not only undesirable for multimedia applications, but
also degenerates the performance of other protocols
such as TCP [5]. Second, instability increases packet
loss (e.g., due to TTL expiration) [15]. And finally, in-
stability increases delay jitter in packet delivery.� Slow convergence of BGP is also undesirable. It not
only deteriorates packet delivery, but also amplifies the
effect of BGP-related problems under stressful condi-
tions such as the Code Red/Nimda attack [23].� Moreover, the two sub-problems are related. The in-
teraction of unstable BGP convergence and the BGP
route flap damping, for instance, can delay BGP con-
vergence further, in addition to entailing loss of reach-
ability for hours [18].

Related work. To improve BGP convergence, the meth-
ods of “consistency assertion” [21], “ghost flushing” [6],
and “route change origin” [17] have been proposed in the
literature. In parallel with our work, the methods of “root
cause notification” [20] and EPIC [7] have also been pro-
posed. Consistency assertion rejects inconsistent routes;
ghost flushing withdraws old routes faster than propagat-
ing new routes; route change origin and root cause notifi-
cation propagate the ID of the node that first withdraws or



changes route; EPIC propagates path-stem, based on for-
ward edge sequence numbering, to identify certain invalid
routes. Nevertheless, the nature of different types of instabil-
ity during BGP convergence, the fundamental limits on im-
proving BGP convergence stability and speed, and the im-
pact of different faults and routing policies on protocol con-
vergence behaviors are not the focus of the above works.

Moreover, none of the above methods completely elimi-
nate fault-agnostic instability, the major cause for slow BGP
convergence (to be discussed in detail in Section 3.1). Con-
sistency assertion does not address the type of slow BGP
convergence that is due to inconsistency between nodes
multiple hops apart. Ghost flushing does not guarantee that
an invalid route is not used by a node, even if some implicit
information regarding the invalidity of the route has reached
the node. Finally, route change origin, root cause notifica-
tion, and EPIC do not guarantee that an invalid route will
not be used when a node with multiple neighbors fail-stops.

Additionally, consistency assertion and root cause notifi-
cation propagate the entry-router-ids of routes from one AS
to others. Yet the entry-router-id is essentially an attribute
below the AS level, and as a result of its propagation, ev-
ery local change of an entry-router in an AS propagates to
other (potentially distant) ASes. This propagation of local
changes can happen even when the corresponding AS-path
does not change, which incurs extra instability beyond what
exists in BGP.

Contributions of the paper. We study the nature of in-
stability during BGP convergence and classify the in-
stability into two categories: fault-agnostic instability
and distribution-inherent instability. Fault-agnostic in-
stability is the major cause for slow BGP convergence,
and distribution-inherent instability is intrinsic to dis-
tributed protocols. To understand the fundamental limit
on improving BGP convergence, we prove that it is im-
possible to eliminate all distribution-inherent instability in
stateful distributed routing protocols.

Then, we refine BGP to obtain a new protocol G-BGP
(for Grapevine-BGP) that eliminates all fault-agnostic in-
stability. We find that, by eliminating fault-agnostic insta-
bility, G-BGP converges at an asymptotically optimal speed
in several scenarios where BGP convergence is severely de-
layed (e.g., when a node or a link fail-stops), and when the
shortest-path-first policy is used, G-BGP asymptotically im-
proves BGP convergence speed except in scenarios where
BGP convergence speed is already optimal (e.g., when a
node or a link joins).

We have also evaluated G-BGP by simulation with re-
alistic Internet-type network topologies. The simulation
shows that, for networks with up to 115 ASes, G-BGP im-
proves BGP convergence stability and speed by fac-
tors of 29.4 and 10.2 respectively, and the improvement
in G-BGP increases as network size increases. The sim-

ulation also shows that, when routing policies other than
“shortest-path-first” are used, G-BGP improves BGP con-
vergence stability and speed in all fault scenarios.
(Due to the limitation of space, we relegate the proofs of the
theorems in this paper to a technical report [24].)

Organization of the paper. In Section 2, we present the
network as well as the fault model, and we briefly describe
BGP. In Section 3, we study the nature of BGP convergence
instability and present the G-BGP design. In Section 4, we
introduce policy graphs and use the technique to analyze the
convergence behaviors of G-BGP as well as BGP. In Sec-
tion 5, we present our simulation results. In Section 6, we
discuss implementation as well as deployment issues for G-
BGP, and we discuss approaches to reducing distribution-
inherent instability. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we present the network as well as the fault
model. We also briefly describe the Border Gateway Proto-
col (BGP).

Network model. A network � is an undirected graph���
	��	����
, where

�
and

�
are the set of nodes (i.e., BGP

speakers) and the set of links in the network respectively,
and

�
is the function that defines the routing policies of

each node.
�

is divided into several subsets, each of which
is an AS; nodes within the same AS are connected (AS par-
tition is discussed in Section 6). Each node has a unique
node-id, and all the nodes in the same AS have the same
AS-id. For a node � , the id of its AS is denoted by ��� ��� . For
any two nodes � and � , � � 	 � � is in

�
if � and � can commu-

nicate with each other directly, or if � and � are in the same
AS. For any two ASes � and � , there is a channel

� � 	 � �
between � and � if there exist two nodes � and � such that����� , ����� , and

� � 	 � � � � . For an AS � and a node � ,� is a neighboring AS of � if there is a channel between �
and ��� � � . For a node � , its neighboring node � is an inter-
nal neighbor if � is in the same AS as � ; otherwise, � is an
external neighbor of � .

There is a clock at each node. The ratio of clock rates be-
tween any two nodes is bounded from above by ! , but no ex-
tra constraint on the absolute values of clocks is enforced. ( !
tends to be quite small, given today’s high-precision clocks.)
Message transmission between nodes is reliable, and mes-
sage passing delay across a link is bounded from above by"$#

.
For clarity of presentation, we only consider one desti-

nation % , an address prefix representing a set of nodes in
an AS %&� � � . (Our protocol readily applies to other destina-
tions.)

Fault model. A node or a link is up if it functions correctly,
and it is down if it fail-stops. In a network, an up node or link



can fail-stop and become down; a down node or link can be-
come up and join the network; routing policies of ASes can
change. A channel

� � 	 � � is up if there is at least one up link
between ASes � and � ; otherwise, the channel is down. An
AS is up if there is at least one up node in the AS; other-
wise, the AS is down.

The fail-stop of a node is divided into two categories:
graceful fail-stop where a node announces to its neighbors
when it fail-stops, and gross fail-stop where a node fail-
stops silently. An AS fail-stops gracefully if all the nodes
in it fail-stop gracefully. (One example of graceful fail-stop
is when the destination % withdraws its address prefix.)

Due to faults, a network � may change in the sense that
its topology or routing policy function changes, where the
topology of � is the subgraph ��' ��� ' 	(� ' � of � ���
	��)� such
that

� ' *,+-�.
�� �0/ � is up 1 and
� '2*3+ � � 	 � � .4�5�� ' / �6� � ' /7� � 	 � � � �8/7� � 	 � � is up 1 . To reflect changes

in network topology and routing policy function, we regard
the state of � as the union of the network topology, the rout-
ing policy function, and the state of all the up nodes, with
the state of a node being the values of the variables main-
tained at the node. At a network state 9 , the network topol-
ogy and the route of a node � are denoted by �:� 9 ��� � 9 	(� � 9 �
and ��� ��� -;&<>=@?A� 9 respectively.

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). In BGP, UPDATE mes-
sages are passed between nodes to convey routing infor-
mation. To reduce instability, BGP employs a MRAI timer
(which is 30 seconds by default) such that a node sends out
at most one non-withdrawal UPDATE message within any
MRAI time. Two neighboring nodes also periodically ex-
change Keep-Alive messages to monitor the state of the link
between them.

BGP UPDATEs are route records that include the follow-
ing attributes (among others):BDCFEHG I network layer reachability information;BDJLK>M N�O�P I the next hop;QSR PUTVMWN I ordered list of ASes traversed, with more-

recently-visited ASes placed in front of
less-recently-visited ASes;CXOZY�T�C PUEZJH[ I local preference;\)JL] I multi-exit discriminator.

Each route ^ is associated with a 3-tuple ^V<�_A` � ^ � , defined
as ab^V� cedVfH<>c ;D^VgVh 	 ij k�l mHn opmpqer�j 	 ik�l sutwvZq ryxWo{z . For the destina-
tion % , a node � chooses its route via the following two steps
[22]:� First, among all the routes learned from a neighbor-

ing AS, � only considers the route with the lowest med
value;� Second, for all the routes to be considered, � ranks them
in lexical order by ^V<>_A` �}|~� , and � selects as its route the
one with the highest rank.

Given a route ^ available to a node � , attribute ^V� cedVfp<Uc ;&^Vgyh
is determined by the route ranking policy of � . We call the
ranking policy that assigns ^V� cedVfp<Uc ;&^ygVh to a constant value
the shortest-path-first policy or the SPF policy, where a
route with the shortest AS-path ranks the highest. We call
a route ranking policy other than the SPF policy a non-SPF
policy.

Besides route ranking policy, routing policies such as ex-
port and import policies are used in BGP. The export pol-
icy of a node � defines the set of export neighbors of � to
which � announces its route; the import policy of � defines
the set of import neighbors of � whose routes are accepted by� . If a node � exports routes to or imports routes from a node
in a neighboring AS � , we say, for convenience, � exports
routes to or imports routes from � respectively. It is recom-
mended as well as the common-practice that nodes within
the same AS share the same routing policies [13, 22].

3. Protocol G-BGP

The objective of this paper is to design a protocol that,
given a network and a destination where BGP converges in
the presence of faults, reduces the number of route changes
during BGP convergence, as well as the time taken for BGP
to converge. To this end, we first study the nature of BGP
convergence instability and its relationship to BGP conver-
gence speed; we then design protocol G-BGP to improve
BGP convergence stability and speed.

3.1. Instability during BGP convergence

We identify fault-agnostic instability and distribution-
inherent instability, analyze their causes, and discuss their
relationship with BGP convergence speed.
Fault-agnostic instability. Fault-agnostic instability is the
type of instability that is incurred at a node which adopts an
invalid route even though some information regarding the
fault that invalidates the route has reached the node. Fault-
agnostic instability and its propagation are the major causes
for slow BGP convergence, as observed in [15], [18], etc..

In BGP, when a fault occurs in a network, certain coarse-
grained information about the result of the fault, such as
an UPDATE message signaling a modified or a withdrawn
route, is propagated so that the network eventually con-
verges to a stable state. However, the coarse-grained infor-
mation does not tell what exactly the fault is or where the re-
sulting route changes first occurred. Therefore, when a node
receives the coarse-grained information, the node may still
adopt a route invalidated by the fault, in which case unnec-
essary route changes (i.e., instability) is incurred. The insta-
bility incurred at a node can propagate to others and delay
the convergence of BGP. Even worse, instability can activate
route-flap damping, which suppresses routes going through



unstable nodes, leading to a loss of reachability as well as a
delay in BGP convergence (potentially for hours) [18].

To give an example, let us consider a network state 9
where the network topology and the routing tree rooted at% are shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) respectively; Suppose
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(b) Routing tree

Figure 1. An example network state. For sim-
plicity, each node in the figure also repre-
sents its AS.

the route ranking policy is such that, for the three backup
routes of £ at state 9 , route ¤ h 	(¥V	 < 	 %�¦ ranks the highest, fol-
lowed by ¤ � 	 ? 	 < 	 %�¦ , and ¤ f 	�§�	 %�¦ ranks the lowest. If < fail-
stops at state 9 , nodes ¨ , h , and � will withdraw their routes¤ ¨ 	�¥y	 < 	 %u¦ , ¤ h 	(¥y	 < 	 %�¦ , and ¤ � 	 ? 	 < 	 %�¦ respectively. However,
the resulting route-withdrawal UPDATE messages do not
signal the fact that < and its associated links have fail-
stopped. Therefore, if h has not withdrawn ¤ h 	(¥V	 < 	 %�¦ when¨ withdraws ¤ ¨ 	�¥y	 < 	 %�¦ (due to different delays along the
two routes), £ will adopt ¤ h 	(¥V	 < 	 %�¦ as its route even though¤ h 	(¥y	 < 	 %�¦ has been invalidated by the fail-stop of < . Simi-
larly, if � has not withdrawn ¤ � 	 ? 	 < 	 %u¦ when h withdraws¤ h 	(¥y	 < 	 %�¦ later, £ will adopt ¤ � 	 ? 	 < 	 %�¦ even though it has
also been invalidated by the fail-stop of < . £ will not change
to its final stable route ¤ f 	@§�	 %�¦ until � withdraws ¤ � 	 ? 	 < 	 %u¦ .
Therefore, £ changes route three times during convergence,
with the first two changes being unnecessary. Even worse,
the unnecessary route changes at £ can propagate and cause
unnecessary route changes at other nodes, such as ¨ , c , h ,
and

¥
, when £ announces ¤ £ 	 h 	�¥y	 < 	 %�¦ or ¤ £ 	 � 	 ? 	 < 	 %�¦ to its

export neighbors.

Distribution-inherent instability. Distribution-inherent
instability is the type of instability that is incurred (i) at a
node which adopts an invalid route because no informa-
tion regarding the fault that invalidates the route has reached
the node, or (ii) at a node which adopts a valid route that be-
comes either invalid or lower-ranked than some other route
later.

To give an example of type-(i) distribution-inherent in-
stability, let us consider again the network state 9 as shown
in Figure 1. If node

¥
and link

� < 	 ? � fail-stop simultane-
ously, and if ¨ as well as h withdraws its route earlier
than � does, then no information that is generated due to

the fail-stop of
� < 	 ? � will have reached £ when it receives

the route-withdrawal messages from ¨ and h . Therefore, £
will choose ¤ � 	 ? 	 < 	 %u¦ as its new route, which will be with-
drawn later. Thus, an unnecessary route change is incurred
at £ before it chooses its final stable route ¤ f 	�§�	 %�¦ .

To give an example of type-(ii) distribution-inherent in-
stability, let us consider a network state where the network
topology is the same as that in Figure 1(a) but no node has
learned any route to % . Then % will announce its existence,
and other nodes such as < , ¥ , ¨ , and h will learn their routes
gradually. If h exports its route to £ earlier than ¨ does,£ will choose ¤ h 	(¥y	 < 	 %u¦ as its route first. When ¨ exports¤ ¨ 	�¥y	 < 	 %�¦ to £ later, £ will change its route to ¤ ¨ 	�¥y	 < 	 %u¦ ,
since ¤ ¨ 	(¥y	 < 	 %�¦ ranks higher than ¤ h 	�¥y	 < 	 %u¦ does. Thus,
there is an unnecessary route change at £ , even though the
route ¤ h 	(¥y	 < 	 %�¦ adopted by £ is valid.

Unlike fault-agnostic instability, distribution-inherent in-
stability does not cause long delay in BGP convergence (as
observed in Section 5 and in [18]). Moreover, distribution-
inherent instability exists in every distributed routing proto-
col, as proved in

Proposition 1 In a network, if message passing delay along
links is greater than zero, route ranking policies are not
shared among ASes, and faults are independent of one an-
other, then it is impossible to eliminate all distribution-
inherent instability in any stateful distributed routing proto-
col. ©

Therefore, we focus on the mechanisms as well as the im-
pact of eliminating fault-agnostic instability; we only briefly
discuss approaches to reducing distribution-inherent insta-
bility Section 6.

3.2. The design of G-BGP

To eliminate fault-agnostic instability, we develop pro-
tocol G-BGP that refines BGP with the following mecha-
nisms:

Propagating information about faults. In BGP, fault-
agnostic instability is incurred at a node which adopts an in-
valid route due to the lack of fine-grained information about
faults. Therefore, in G-BGP, necessary fine-grained fault in-
formation is propagated when a fault occurs; when the af-
fected nodes receive the fault information, they are able to
learn the fault or its impact and avoid using any route that
is invalidated by the fault. On the other hand, fault informa-
tion is propagated only if the corresponding fault invalidates
the existing route of some node, and fault information is ei-
ther not stored or only temporarily stored at a node for a
bounded time.

When a fault occurs, the information being propagated
depends on the type of the fault. In general, as a result of
the fault, one or more nodes in the network may change



their next-hops in forwarding traffic, in which case nec-
essary points of channel-withdrawal or points of segment-
withdrawal are propagated to the affected nodes to reflect
the fact that certain channels or route segments are not used
in forwarding traffic any more. In the case when the destina-
tion withdraws its address prefix, when the channel between
two ASes fail-stops, or when a node joins the network, a
point of destination-withdrawal, a point of channel-failure,
or a point of node-join is also propagated respectively.

Localized uncertainty resolution. When a node � detects
that a link

� � 	 � � has fail-stopped with the existing fault de-
tection mechanisms in BGP (e.g., neighboring nodes peri-
odically exchange Keep-Alive messages), � cannot ascertain
whether its neighbor � and the neighboring AS �u� ��� are
up or down. This uncertainty, if left unresolved, can lead to
fault-agnostic instability. For example, at the network state 9
as shown in Figure 1, if < fail-stops,

¥
can only ascertain that

link
�ª¥y	 < � has fail-stopped, but

¥
cannot ascertain whether< is down. Therefore, only the point of channel-failure in-

formation signaling the fail-stop of
�ª¥y	 < � is propagated to £ ;

thus £ only knows that
��¥y	 < � has fail-stopped, but £ is uncer-

tain whether < is still up and whether ¤ � 	 ? 	 < 	 %�¦ is valid. In
BGP, £ adopts ¤ � 	 ? 	 < 	 %�¦ by “assuming without proof” that
it is valid, which results in fault-agnostic instability.

Similarly, when a node � receives a point of segment-
withdrawal or a point of node-join information which sig-
nals that nodes in an AS � other than ��� ��� may have
changed routes, fault-agnostic instability can occur, if �
adopts a route going through � by simply assuming (with-
out proof) that nodes in � have not changed routes.

To avoid fault-agnostic instability caused by the uncer-
tainty regarding the state of an AS or a route, G-BGP re-
solves the uncertainty (when need be) by gathering proof of
the state of the suspected AS or route. To expedite poten-
tial uncertainty resolution operation, G-BGP uses the mech-
anisms of “quickly marking questionable routes” and “col-
laboratively clarifying state”. Moreover, uncertainty resolu-
tion in G-BGP is local in the sense that, usually, only nodes
close to the suspected AS need to resolve the uncertainty,
but nodes farther away do not, which is the case especially
in highly connected networks such as the Internet [8].

Rejecting obsolete fault information. In a network, mes-
sage passing and processing delay along different routes
may differ, thus a fresher message containing some fault in-
formation regarding an AS may reach a node earlier than a
staler message containing some obsolete fault information
regarding the AS. This can lead to fault-agnostic instabil-
ity, if the obsolete fault information is used. To avoid using
obsolete fault information, G-BGP verifies the freshness of
each piece of fault information upon receipt, which is en-
abled by enforcing a total order (via local sequence num-
ber) on all the fault information regarding the same AS that
is sent out from the AS at different time.

We elaborate on the above mechanisms in the following
subsections. (Due to the limitation of space, the formal pre-
sentation of G-BGP in the Abstract Protocol notation [10] is
relegated to [24].)

3.2.1. Propagating fault information Towards enabling
nodes to generate appropriate fault information in the pres-
ence of faults, the intra-AS coordination in BGP is enhanced
as follows: (see Section 6 for the implementation): each
node � informs the other nodes in its AS of the route of� itself, the neighboring ASes to which � has exported its
route, and the neighboring ASes to which � is connected
via an up-link. By the enhanced intra-AS coordination, ev-
ery node � can decide (i) whether there is another node in��� � � whose route goes through the same neighboring AS
as � , (ii) whether there is another node in ��� � � that has ex-
ported route to some neighboring AS which � has exported
route to, and (iii) whether the channel to a neighboring AS
is up.

Then, necessary fault information is generated as follows
in the presence of faults.

Point of channel-withdrawal. When a node � changes
from a route «¬*¤ � 	 �Z�H� 	 %&� � �®¦ to another non-empty
one ¤ � ' 	 �H�H� 	 %&� � �®¦ with � ':¯*°� , � will not use any link
between ASes ��� ��� and � in forwarding traffic to % . In
this case, if « is still valid, but no link between � and��� � � is used by any node in ��� � � ,1 � will generate a point
of channel-withdrawal a�¤ ��� � � 	 �:¦ z , unless � has received it
from some other node, to signal the fact that every route go-
ing through route segment ¤ ��� � � 	 �:¦ has become invalid.
For convenience, we call

� ��� ��� 	 � � a withdrawn-channel.
Special cases are when an AS changes its import or ex-

port policy. When an AS � changes its import policy such
that nodes in � should not import routes from a set ± of
neighboring ASes, a node � in � should generate the set of
points of channel-withdrawal +Ua(¤ � 	(² ¦ z . ² �³±´1 , unless �
has received it from some other nodes. Similarly, when �
changes its export policy such that nodes in � should not
export routes to a set ±&' of neighboring ASes, a node � in� should generate and send the set of points of channel-
withdrawal +Ua(¤ ² ' 	 �$¦ z . ² 'S�µ±D'�1 to its external neighbors,
if any, to which � has exported its route.

Point of segment-withdrawal. If some node in ��� � � is
still using a link between � and ��� ��� (in forwarding traf-
fic to the destination % ) when a node � changes from a
valid route «¶*·¤ � 	 �Z�H� 	 %D� ���$¦ to another non-empty one¤ � ' 	 �H�Z� 	 %D� ���®¦ with � '�¯*¸� , � should not generate the
point of channel-withdrawal a�¤ ��� � � 	 �¦ z ; otherwise, valid
routes can be mistakenly regarded as invalid. In this case, �
calculates the set ± of its neighboring ASes such that, for ev-

1 This is detected via synchronization among nodes in an AS via the en-
hanced intra-AS coordination (to be discussed in Section 6).



ery
² �¹± , � has exported « to

²
, but there is no node �@' in��� ��� where �w' ¯*º� , and such that �w' has exported its route to²

and �w' is still using some link between � and ��� ��� (in for-
warding traffic to % ). � also calculates the set ±{' of its neigh-
boring ASes such that, for every

² '$��±D' , � has exported «
to
² ' , and there is at least one node �}' ' in ��� � � where �w' ' ¯*�� ,

and such that �w' ' has exported its route to
² ' and �w' ' is still us-

ing some link between � and ��� ��� (in forwarding traffic to% ).
Then, for every AS

² �³± , route segment ¤ ²)	 ��� ��� 	 �6¦
will not be used by any node in

²
after � exports its new

route to
²

, thus every route going through ¤ ²)	 ��� ��� 	 �6¦ be-
comes invalid; However, for an AS

² 'S�»±&' , some node in² ' may still use and some other node in
² ' may stop us-

ing route segment ¤ ² ' 	 �(� ��� 	 �6¦ after � exports its new route
to
² ' , thus � is uncertain about the validity of routes go-

ing through ¤ ² ' 	 ��� � � 	 �¦ . To signal the above fact when± ¯*8¼ or ±D' ¯*½¼ , � generates a point of segment-withdrawala¾± 	 ±D' 	 �(� ��� 	 � 	 � 	 = z , where = is the time passed since �
changes its route ( = is ¿ initially and increases as the point
of segment-withdrawal is propagated from one node to an-
other). If ±D' ¯*À¼ , the uncertainty regarding the validity of
routes that go through ¤ ² ' 	 ��� � � 	 �¦ for some

² ' �Á± ' is re-
solved, if need be, later at nodes close to

² ' (to be discussed
in Section 3.2.2). For convenience, we call ¤ ²Â	 ��� � � 	 �¦ a
withdrawn-segment for every

² �¹± ; for every
² 'Ã�Á±D' , we

call ¤ ² ' 	 ��� ��� 	 �:¦ a questionable segment and
² ' a ques-

tionable AS.

Point of destination-withdrawal. When the destination %
withdraws its address prefix, all the routes to % become in-
valid. To signal this fact, a point of destination-withdrawalae% z is generated.

Point of channel-failure. When a node � with route¤ � 	 �H�H� 	 %&� � �®¦ detects that its link to AS � has fail-stopped,� will check if the channel between ��� ��� and � is up. If the
channel is down, � knows that every route going through
route segment ¤ ��� ��� 	 �6¦ becomes invalid. However, � is un-
certain whether its external neighbor(s) in � is(are) up or
down; thus � is uncertain whether the other channels as-
sociated with � are up or down. To signal the above
fact, � generates a point of channel-failure a(¤ ��� ��� 	 �6¦ 	 = z ,
where = is the time passed since the channel-failure is de-
tected. The uncertainty regarding the state of � and its as-
sociated channels is resolved, if need be, later at nodes
close to � . For convenience, we call � a question-
able AS.

Point of node-join. When a node � joins a network and ex-
ports its route to a set ± of neighboring ASes, nodes in those
ASes may change their routes to those going through ��� � � ,
which is, however, uncertain to � . To signal the above fact, �
generates a point of node-join ab��� ��� 	 ± 	 � 	 = z , where = is the
time passed since � joins the network. The uncertainty re-

garding whether nodes in an AS
²

in ± have changed their
routes to go through �(� ��� is resolved, if need be, later at
nodes close to

²
. For convenience, we call every

²
in ± a

questionable AS.

How G-BGP uses and propagates fault information in a
bounded manner. When a fault occurs, some node close
to where the fault has occurred will generate, if need be, the
corresponding fault information. The newly generated fault
information, if any, is piggybacked onto the UPDATE mes-
sages that the node sends to its export neighbors.

When a node � receives an UPDATE message piggy-
backed with some fresh fault information, � first modifies
the information, if need be, as follows:� � changes every point of segment-withdrawala¾± 	 ± ' 	 � 	 � 	 � ' 	 = z where ��� � � � ± ' and every

point of node-join a ²)	 ±{' ' 	 `Ä' 	 = z where ��� � �Å�3±&' ' ,
if any, by removing �(� ��� from ±{' and ±D' ' respec-
tively, since � is sure about the state of its own AS (i.e.,��� ��� ).� � removes every point of channel-withdrawala(¤ � 	 ��� � �®¦ z , every point of segment-withdrawala¾± 	 ±D' 	 � 	 �(� ��� 	 �>' 	 = z , the point of AS-failure a¾�(� ��� z ,
every point of channel-failure a(¤ � 	 ��� ���®¦ 	 = z , and ev-
ery point of node-join a¾�(� ��� 	 ± 	 �}' 	 = z , if any, since �
will not choose any route that goes through its own
AS.� also removes every point of segment-withdrawala¾± 	 ±D' 	 �(� ��� 	 � 	 � 	 = z , if any, that is generated by � itself.

Then, � invalidates all the routes for each withdrawn ad-
dress prefix, if any; � also invalidates and avoids using the
routes that go through any withdrawn channel, withdrawn
segment, and/or fail-stopped channel. Moreover, if the high-
est ranked candidate route « goes through some question-
able AS, � will not choose « unless � does not invalidate «
after � resolves the associated uncertainty. If � changes route
after processing the UPDATE message, � sends to its ex-
port neighbors an UPDATE message piggybacked with the
fault information that � knows of, then � deletes the fault in-
formation without storing it. On the other hand, if � does
not change route, � will not propagate any fault informa-
tion to its external neighbors; instead, � only propagates its
newly-learned fault information to its internal neighbors, to
guarantee that nodes in the same AS have a consistent view
of faults and their impact. Therefore, information about
faults only propagates to the nodes, as well as their imme-
diate neighbors, that change routes due to the faults; conse-
quently, the propagation of fault information is bounded.

When a node � does not change route after receiving
some fault information, � will store the fault information
temporarily for up to

"
time,2 where

"
is the upper bound



on the convergence time of BGP after a fault occurs.3 If �
does not change route within

"
time after it receives the

fault information, � will delete it permanently, since any
route that can be invalidated by the fault information should
have been invalidated

"
time after � receives the fault infor-

mation. (Of course, if � changes route within
"

time after re-
ceiving the fault information, the information will be deleted
after being piggybacked onto the UPDATE messages that �
sends out.)

When a node � stores some fault information, � updates
the information as the network state changes, so that the
stored information abides by the definition of each type of
fault information. For example, for every set of points of
segment-withdrawal +Äab±{Æ 	 ±D'Æ 	 � 	�ÇÈ	 �w' 	 =@Æ z .®`É�ËÊ��X� _ 	 _½ÌÊu1 , if any, that are stored at � , � integrates them into a sin-
gle point of segment-withdrawal aªÍ s ÆpÎ i ±&Æ 	 Í s ÆpÎ i ±D'Æ 	 � 	�ÇÈ	�w' 	�Ï:ÐXÑ Æ-Ò i lÓl s =@Æ z .� When the state of its AS �u� ��� changes such that a

node � in ��� ��� uses a route going through segment¤ ��� � � 	�² ¦ for some
²

and � has exported the route to
a set ±D' ' of neighboring ASes, � knows that channel� ��� � � 	�²�� is up and used. Thus, � deletes the point of
channel-withdrawal a(¤ ��� ��� 	(² ¦ z , the point of segment-
withdrawal ab± 	 ±D' 	 ��� ��� 	(²)	 � 	 = z , and/or the point of
channel-failure a(¤ ��� ��� 	(² ¦ 	 = z , if they are stored at� ; moreover, � changes every point of segment-
withdrawal ab± 	 ±D' 	 �u� ��� 	�²)	 �w' 	 = z , if any, where �}' ¯*Ô�
to ab±5ÕÈ±D' ' 	 ±D' 	 ��� � � 	�²)	 �W' 	 = z , and if ±5ÕÈ±&' 'Ö*×±D'Ö*Ø¼
after the change, � deletes the corresponding informa-
tion.� When � receives an UPDATE message ¨ that contains
a route « and some fresh fault information regarding
an AS

²
,

– if « goes through segment ¤ ²)	�² 'F¦ for
some

² ' , � deletes the point of channel-
withdrawal a�¤ ²Â	(² 'F¦ z , the point of channel-failurea�¤ ²)	�² 'Ù¦ 	 = z , and/or the point of AS-failure a ² z ,
if they are stored at � ;

– if « goes through segment ¤ ² ' ' 	(²Â	(² 'X¦ for some² ' ' and
² ' , � changes every point of segment-

withdrawal a¾± 	 ±&' 	�²)	�² ' 	 ` 	 = z where
² ' '2�8± , if

any, by removing
² ' ' from ± , and if ±7*Ú±D'Û*0¼

after the change, � deletes the corresponding in-
formation.

2 Alternatively, we can assign each piece of fault information a lifetime
of Ü and decrease its lifetime as time passes by. Then a node stores
fault information with a lifetime of Ý¾Þ for at most ßbÜáà�ÝbÞbâ time.

3 In practice, given that a node tends not to change route later on if it
does not upon receiving certain related fault information, we could
choose a much smaller Ü value to reduce the transient memory over-
head. In our simulation, we find that it is good enough to set Ü as 100
seconds.

Then, � reliably informs other nodes in its AS of the
changes.� For every set of points of segment-withdrawal+Äab±&Æ 	 ±D'Æ 	 � 	�ÇÈ	 �w' 	 =@Æ z .¹`ã�ÅÊu�F� _ 	 _äÌÊu1 , if any,
that are stored at � , � integrates them into a single
point of segment-withdrawal a�Í s ÆpÎ i ± Æ 	 Í s ÆpÎ i ±D'Æ 	 � 	�ÇÈ	�w' 	�Ï:ÐXÑ Æ-Ò i lÓl s = Æ z ; similarly, � integrates every set
of points of node-join +Äa ²)	 ±&' 'Æ 	 `å' 	 = Æ z .æ` �Ê��X� _ 	 _çÌèÊu1 , if any, into a single point of node-joina ²Â	 Í s ÆpÎ i ±D' 'Æ 	 `Ä' 	�Ï:ÐFÑ Æ-Ò i lÓl s = Æ z .

If � has a point of channel-withdrawal a�¤ Çé	 �4¦ z and
a point of channel-failure a�¤ Çé	 �4¦ 	 = z simultaneously
(which can happen as a result of the uncertainty res-
olution regarding the state of � ), � deletes a�¤ Çé	 �$¦ 	 = z ,
so that the validity of routes going through � will not
be suspected due to the existence of a(¤ ÇÈ	 �$¦ 	 = z .

3.2.2. Localized uncertainty resolution
Notations:N>O@Påêyë~ì4í}î:í}ïÖðñI the number of inter-AS hops between

ASes ì and î in a route ï»òôó ì$íLõ�õ�õ(íî:í�õ�õ(õ�íw]Uõ QÖR{ö¾÷øDù I the upper bound on the time taken to
process a message in BGP.

To expedite and to enhance the locality of potential
uncertainty resolution, G-BGP uses the mechanisms of
“quickly marking questionable routes” and “collaboratively
clarifying state”.
Quickly marking questionable routes. To resolve uncer-
tainty, a node needs to obtain proof information from others.
However, information flow can be slow in BGP due to the
use of MRAI timer. To expedite potential uncertainty res-
olution after a point of segment-withdrawal or a point of
node-join is generated, purging-messages are sent, without
subject to the MRAI timer control, along invalid routes that
go through the corresponding questionable segment or AS.
More specifically:� A node � sends a purging-message to each of its ex-

port neighbors, when either of the following condi-
tions holds: (i) � will change its route not to go through
a segment ¤ � 	(² ¦ after � receives a point of segment-
withdrawal ab± 	 ±D' 	 � 	�²)	 �>' 	 = z where ��� ���,�Ø±&' ; (ii)� will change its route to go through an AS � af-
ter � receives a point of node-join ae� 	 ± 	 �U' 	 = z where��� ���³�ú± .� When a node � receives a purging-message from an im-
port neighbor � , � marks as invalid the candidate route
imported from � ; moreover, if the marked candidate
route is the current route of � , � re-sends a purging-
message to each of its export neighbors.� When a node � marks its route as invalid, � does not
change its route immediately; instead, � waits for the



normal BGP procedure to stabilize its route later. On
the other hand, � will remove the marking, if its route
has been marked as invalid for

"
time without be-

ing withdrawn or changed (i.e., the route has become
valid), where

"
is the upper bound on the convergence

time of BGP after a fault occurs.

Therefore, if a node � sends a purging-message to its ex-
port neighbors, another node � that has a candidate route«Ë*û¤ ²)	 �H�Z� 	 �(� ��� 	 �H�Z� 	 %&� ���®¦ will mark « as invalid within� ?Dd�;ýü ��²)	 ��� � � 	 « ��þ Ê �ýÿ�����áþ " # � time. (Given the high-
performance routers and high-speed networks in today’s In-
ternet, both

���
and

" #
tend to be quite small.)

Collaboratively clarifying state. When a channel� �(� ��� 	 � � used by a node � becomes down, � generates a
point of channel-failure a(¤ ��� ��� 	 �6¦ 	 = z to signal, in addition
to the fail-stop of

� ��� ��� 	 � � , the uncertainty regarding the
validity of routes going through some other channel asso-
ciated with � . In this case, only the up nodes in � , if any,
know the exact state (i.e., up or down) of the channels as-
sociated with � . Therefore, the up nodes in � propagate,
without subject to the �Ë«2��� timer control, state-clarifiers
regarding the channels that fail-stop simultaneously to the
nodes whose candidate routes go through an up channel as-
sociated with � . More specifically,� When a node � detects that a channel

� ��� � � 	 � � used by
some node in a neighboring AS � fail-stops, � first cal-
culates the set ± of ASes such that, for every � ' �³± ,� detects the fail-stop of

� ��� ��� 	 �
' � within
���

time be-
fore or after � detects the fail-stop of

� ��� � � 	 � � , where���
is the delay in detecting the fail-stop of channels.

(By definition, �¶�Ú± .) Then, � sends to its external
neighbors the state-clarifier a¾± 	 ��� ��� z .� When a node ` receives a state-clarifier ab± 	 � z from
another node `å' , ` stores ab± 	 � z , if the route of ` goes
through a segment ¤ �
' 	 �¦ for some �4'Ã�Á± ; otherwise,
if the route of ` is imported from `D' and goes through
a segment ¤ ²)	 �¦ for some

²
	�º± , ` first invalidates
all of its candidate routes, if any, that go through a seg-
ment ¤ �
' ' 	 �6¦ for some �4' '5�ç± , then ` re-sends the
state-clarifier to its export neighbors;� A node deletes a stored state-clarifier, if it has been
stored for

"
time without being used, where

"
is the

upper bound on the convergence time of BGP after a
fault occurs.

Therefore, if a node � sends a state-clarifier a ��� � � 	 ± z to its
export neighbors, another node ` that has a valid candidate
route «À* ¤ ²)	 �H�Z� 	 �u� ��� 	 �H�Z� 	 %D� ���®¦ will receive the state-
clarifier within

� ?&d�;{ü �e²)	 �u� ��� 	 « �´þ Ê �
ÿ ��� � þ "4# � time.

How G-BGP resolves uncertainty. When the highest
ranked candidate route «3* ¤ � 	 �Z�H� 	(² ' 	(²)	 �H�Z� 	 %D� ���®¦ of

a node � goes through some questionable AS
²

, � suspects
the validity of « and resolves the associated uncertainty, if
either of the following conditions holds:4

� Condition 1: � has a point of segment-withdrawala¾± 	 ±D' 	 �4' 	 �' 	 �w' 	 = z where
² � ±D' and ¤ ²Â	 �4' 	 �'X¦Á�« , or � has a point of node-join a �
' ' 	 ±D' ' 	 �w' 	 = z where² �½±D' ' and ¤ ²Â	 �4' 'Ù¦ 	�Ë« ; but the point of segment-

withdrawal or the point of node-join is not piggy-
backed in the UPDATE message that contains « .

In this case, � regards « as invalid if « has al-
ready been marked as invalid, or � regards « as valid
if « has not been marked as invalid and =��ä! ÿ� ?Dd�;ýü � � 	(²Â	 « � þ Ê �2ÿ8��� � þ "$# �

; otherwise, � ju-
diciously waits for

� ! ÿú� ?&d�;{ü � � 	�²)	 « �Uþ Ê �Aÿú�� � þ"4# ��� = � time, after which � either regards « as in-
valid if « has been marked as invalid, or � regards « as
valid otherwise.

If « is regarded as valid after the uncertainty res-
olution, no node whose highest ranked route «�' goes
through the new route ¤ ��� � � 	 « ¦ of � will suspect the
validity of « , since the UPDATE message that contains«2' must also contain the point of segment-withdrawal
or the point of node-join.� Condition 2: � has a point of channel-failure a�¤ � ' 	�² ¦ 	 = z
where �4' ¯* ² ' .

In this case, � regards « as valid if � has a state-
clarifier ab± 	(² z where

² ' 	�û± , or � regards « as in-
valid if � does not have such a state-clarifier yet =��! ÿ:� ?Dd�;ýü � � 	(²)	 « � þ Ê �{ÿ6��� � þ "4# � ; otherwise, � ju-
diciously waits for

� ! ÿ5� ?Dd�;ýü � � 	(²Â	 « ��þ Ê �´ÿú�� � þ" # ��� = � time, after which � either regards « as valid
if � has a state-clarifier ab± 	(² z where

² ' 	�ô± , or � re-
gards « as invalid otherwise.

If « is regarded as valid after the uncertainty reso-
lution, � changes the state-clarifier into a set of points
of channel-withdrawal +Äa�¤ ² ' ' 	�² ¦ z . ² ' '×� ±´1 ; �
also deletes every point of channel-failure a�¤ � ' ' 	�² ¦ 	 = z
where �
' ' �·± , so that no node whose route goes
through the route of � , no matter before or after �
changes its route, will suspect the validity of routes
going through

²
. (Every newly generated point of

channel-withdrawal a(¤ � ' ' 	(² ¦ z that corresponds to a
deleted point of channel-failure a�¤ �
' ' 	�² ¦ 	 = z assumes
the sequence number of a�¤ �
' ' 	�² ¦ 	 = z ; the remaining
newly generated points of channel-withdrawal do not
assume any sequence numbers and are always regarded
as fresh.)

By the above method of uncertainty resolution, an in-
valid route going through some questionable AS will be

4 If there are multiple questionable ASes in � , � resolves the uncertainty,
if need be, regarding these ASes in parallel.



discarded, and fault-agnostic instability as well as its prop-
agation is avoided. The elimination of this type of fault-
agnostic instability is essential for G-BGP to converge at an
asymptotically optimal speed or to asymptotically improve
BGP convergence speed in several common scenarios (e.g.,
when a node with multiple neighboring ASes fail-stops), as
proved in Section 4.

For a valid route « that is suspected by a node � , once �
resolves the uncertainty regarding the validity of « , no node
whose highest ranked route goes through the new route of� will suspect the validity of « any more. Thus, uncertainty
regarding a valid route is resolved locally in the sense that
only nodes relatively close to the questionable AS need to
resolve the uncertainty, but nodes farther away need not.

Moreover, as observed in [15], the link latency as well
as the processing delay for BGP messages is usually sig-
nificantly less than the MRAI timer. Therefore, the propa-
gation of UPDATE messages and the piggybacked fault in-
formation is much slower than the propagation of purging
messages and state-clarifiers. Thus, with high probability, a
node need not wait to resolve uncertainty regarding a valid
route; and the waiting would be short even if need be.

3.2.3. Rejecting obsolete fault information To avoid us-
ing obsolete fault information, G-BGP enforces a total or-
der on all the fault information regarding the same AS that
is sent out from the AS at different time. This is achieved by
assigning sequence numbers to fault information such that
fresher fault information regarding an AS has a larger se-
quence number than does staler fault information regarding
the same AS. (Unless specified otherwise, all the arithmetic
operations, including comparisons, in this section are based
on “modulo a big number � ”.)

Numbering fault information. To enable the sequence-
number based checking of the freshness of fault informa-
tion, nodes within an AS � coordinate with each other to
maintain a monotonically-increasingsequence number � �ÓüZ_
for � . For every neighboring AS � , nodes in � also maintain
a local copy of � ’s sequence number, denoted by � �Ó�¹�ÓüZ_ .
We assume that the synchronization delay between � � üZ_
and � �Ó�¹�ÓüZ_ (i.e., �¹�ÓüZ_ � � �Ó�¹�ÓüZ_ ) is bounded from above
by � n}s . To guarantee monotonicity in the sequence number
of an AS, a node stores the sequence number of its AS in a
persistent memory; when a fail-stopped node � joins the net-
work, � either gets the sequence number of its AS from some
other up-node in the AS, or, if there is no up-node other than� in the AS, it gets the sequence number from its persistent
memory and increases it by � nws þ Ê .

When piggybacking fault information onto UPDATE
messages that are sent to external neighbors, a node � at-
taches proper sequence number to each piece of fault infor-
mation that is generated by � itself or some other node in��� ��� :

� For each piece of fault information regarding the
state of ��� ��� (i.e., a point of channel-withdrawala(¤ ��� ��� 	 �6¦ z , a point of segment-withdrawala¾± 	 ±D' 	 �(� ��� 	 � 	 �W' 	 = z , the point of AS-failure a¾�(� ��� z ,
a point of channel-failure a(¤ ��� ��� 	 �6¦ 	 = z , or a point of
node-join ab��� ��� 	 ± 	 �}' 	 = z ), � simply attaches the se-
quence number

� ��� � � � �ÓüZ_ . Then, � coordinates with
other nodes in its AS to increase

� ��� � � � �ÓüZ_ by Ê (see
Section 6 for implementation details).� For every point of channel-withdrawal a(¤ ²)	 �(� ���$¦ z , if
any, that is generated when �(� ��� changes its export
policy such that nodes in it do not export routes to an
AS
²

, � attaches the sequence number
�@� �(� ��� � � ² �ÓüZ_ þ

� nws � instead of
� ��� ��� � � üZ_ , since a(¤ ²)	 �(� ���$¦ z is about

the fact that nodes in
²

will not use any link between²
and ��� ��� in forwarding traffic.
When nodes in

²
receive a�¤ ²Â	 ��� � �®¦ z , they coordi-

nate with one another to increase
² � üZ_ by � n}s þ Ê .� For every point of AS-failure ae� z , if any, that is gen-

erated for a fail-stopped neighboring AS � , � attaches
the sequence number

�@� ��� � � � �Ó�¹�ÓüZ_ þ � nws � instead of� �(� ��� � �ÓüH_ , since ae� z is about the fail-stop of � .

For fault information that is generated by nodes outside��� � � , � simply piggybacks the information onto UPDATE
messages without changing the sequence number of the in-
formation.

How G-BGP rejects obsolete fault information. Towards
enabling nodes in an AS � to determine the freshness of
fault information regarding another AS

²
, every time a node� in � receives some fresh fault information regarding

²
, �

reliably notifies5 the other nodes in � of the information, and
all the nodes in � maintain the sequence number of the in-
formation as �é� ² �ÓüZ_�� for up to

� #
time, where

� #
is the

maximum difference in delay in propagating UPDATE mes-
sages along different routes from one AS to another. If no
node in � receives any fresher fault information regarding

²
within

� #
time after � � ² � üZ_�� was modified the last time,

nodes in � delete � � ² � üZ_�� , which we regard as “resetting� � ² � üZ_�� to
���

”. At an AS � , � � ² �ÓüZ_�� is initially re-
garded as

���
for every other AS

²
, since no node in �

maintains �é� ² �ÓüZ_�� initially.
When a node � receives an UPDATE message ¨ contain-

ing a route « and some fault information, � checks the fresh-
ness of each piece of fault information and the validity of «
as follows:� For a piece of fault information regarding an AS

²
,

if the sequence number of the fault information is less
than

� ��� ��� � � ² �ÓüH_�� and the fault information signals a

5 See Section 6 for implementation details.



“withdrawn”-channel, a “withdrawn”-segment, a “fail-
stopped” AS, or a “fail-stopped” channel that is, how-
ever, in a candidate route of � , then the fault informa-
tion must be obsolete; otherwise, the fault information
is fresh, in which case � updates

� ��� ��� � � ² �ÓüH_�� with
the sequence number of the fault information. (Note
that ¨ may contain obsolete and fresh fault informa-
tion simultaneously.)� If ¨ contains any obsolete fault information, « must
be invalid.

After the checking above, � accepts all fresh fault informa-
tion and ignores all obsolete fault information; � also accepts
the announced route « if ¨ contains no obsolete fault infor-
mation.

3.3. Example revisited

We revisit an example discussed in Section 3.1 and see
how the network will behave if G-BGP is used. If < fail-
stops when the network is at the state 9 as shown in Fig-
ure 1,

¥
will detect the fail-stop of

��¥y	 < � and generate a
point of channel-failure a(¤ ¥y	 <>¦ 	 = z . a�¤ ¥y	 <�¦ 	 = z is piggybacked
with UPDATE messages and propagated towards £ . When£ receives the route-withdrawal UPDATE message from ¨ ,£ will learn, via a�¤ ¥y	 <>¦ 	 = z , the fail-stop of

�ª¥y	 < � and will
not adopt ¤ h 	�¥y	 < 	 %u¦ , even if h has not withdrawn the route.
Moreover, since route ¤ � 	 ? 	 < 	 %�¦ goes through the question-
able node < , £ will resolve the uncertainty regarding the va-
lidity of ¤ � 	 ? 	 < 	 %u¦ . By the uncertainty resolution, � will re-
gard ¤ � 	 ? 	 < 	 %u¦ as invalid (possibly well before � withdraws¤ � 	 ? 	 < 	 %�¦ , since the uncertainty resolution is based on in-
formation flow speed that is not subject to the MRAI timer
control). Then £ changes its route directly to ¤ f 	@§�	 %u¦ . There-
fore, there is no instability or instability propagation during
the convergence.

4. Analysis of G-BGP

In the presence of the faults discussed in Section 2, three
events can occur in a network:

� # x��´s , ��� o , and
��� r-mps��Lt .� # x��´s occurs when the destination % fail-stops (including %

withdrawing its address prefix);
� � o occurs when % newly

joins the network;
� � r-mps��pt occurs when % is up, but some

node needs to change route as a result of some fault.6

6 Note that event � �"!$#&%('�) can be further divided into two categories:�+* ,-%(' and �/."!$,-021 [20], where �/* ,-%(' denotes the subcase where an ex-
isting path is replaced by a less preferred path, and �3."!$,-021 denotes the
subcase where an existing path is replaced by a more preferred path.�+* ,-%(' can be triggered when a node or a link fail-stops, and �4.5!&,-021
can be triggered when a node or a link joins. In this paper, we choose to
use �+�5!&#$%('�) when we do not need to differentiate �3* ,-%6' from �/.5!&,-021
(e.g., when analyzing the stability of G-BGP), and we analyze each of
the subcases separately when we need to differentiate them (e.g., when
analyzing the convergence speed of G-BGP).

Towards analyzing the convergence properties of G-BGP
and BGP in the above events, we first introduce the concept
of “policy graphs”.
Policy graph. Given a state 9 of a network � and the des-
tination % , the policy graph at state 9 , denoted by � o � 9 , is a
directed graph

��� o � 9 	�� o � 9 � , where
7 8 õ 9 ò :pGÃI-G�; 7 õ 9=<5ë�>(? I>ë@?-íwG�ðA;CB2õ 9D<

? exports its route for ] to GE<G imports the route from ? ð2F
B 8 õ 9 ò :�G@?-í}GEH®I&?I; 7 8 õ 9�<�GJ; 7 8 õ 9K<

? exports its route for ] to GE<G imports the route from ? F

Using policy graphs, we comparatively study the conver-
gence properties (i.e., stability and speed) of G-BGP and
BGP under different event or fault scenarios; we also study
the impact of route ranking policies. (Note that the proofs of
the theorems in this section are relegated to [24].)
Convergence stability. For stability during G-BGP conver-
gence, we have

Theorem 1 When any of the events
� # x-�´s , � � o , and��� r-mps��pt occurs, G-BGP converges with no fault-agnostic in-

stability; this holds whether or not the SPF (or some non-
SPF) route ranking policy is used. ©

For stability during BGP convergence, we have

Theorem 2 Fault-agnostic instability can occur during
BGP convergence in both the event of

� # x-�´s and
� � r-mps��pt ,

whether or not the SPF (or some non-SPF) route ranking
policy is used; during BGP convergence in the event of

� � o ,
fault-agnostic instability can occur if some non-SPF policy
is used, but fault-agnostic instability does not occur if the
SPF policy is used. ©

By Theorems 1 and 2, we see that G-BGP eliminates
all the fault-agnostic instability that can occur during BGP
convergence. The elimination of fault-agnostic instability is
able to avoid the type of delayed BGP convergence that is
due to the mis-interaction between BGP convergence insta-
bility and BGP route flap damping. Moreover, by eliminat-
ing fault-agnostic instability, G-BGP improves BGP conver-
gence speed substantially and achieves asymptotically opti-
mal convergence speed in several scenarios where BGP con-
vergence is severely delayed (such as when a node or a link
fail-stops), as shown later in this section and by our simula-
tion in Section 5.

Furthermore, in the event of
� # x��´s where BGP exhibits

its worst instability, the elimination of fault-agnostic insta-
bility in G-BGP also prevents distribution-inherent instabil-
ity from happening, as shown by

Theorem 3 G-BGP converges with no distribution-
inherent instability in the event of

� # x��´s , whether or not
the SPF (or some non-SPF) route ranking policy is used. ©



Theorems 1 and 3 imply

Corollary 1 G-BGP converges with no instability in the
event of

� # x-�´s , whether or not the SPF (or some non-SPF)
route ranking policy is used. ©
Convergence speed. For convenience, we define the fol-
lowing notations:
L ëbGwí 7 í59yðñINMPO6Q(R&S�T2]VG�ê(M�ëbGwí�?-í29yð�í where ]VGªê(M(ëbG}í?yí59yð is

the number of inter-AS hops in the shortest
path from node G to ? in the policy graphU 8 õ 9 , and each inter-AS hop in a path V inU 8 õ 9 is a maximal-length path segment in V
that consists of nodes from the same AS;W ëX9-ð INMPO6Q R&S�T Y Z CÙJLB4[VMwN{ë@?-õ QÖR -PUTVMWN&õ 9yð�í whereCÙJLB4[VMwN{ë@?-õ QÖR -PUTVMwNDõ 9-ð denotes the number
of inter-AS hops in the route ?-õ QÖR -PUTVMWN&õ 9 ;

VJ\ ë 7 í"9-ð I the number of inter-AS hops in the longest
simple path in the “subgraph of

U 8 õ 9 on the

set
7

of nodes”;N�O�PåêyëbGwí}î:í"9-ð I the number of inter-AS hops between ASesGwõ QÖR and î in the route Gwõ QSR -PUTVMwN&õ 9 .

We first analyze the convergence speed of G-BGP and
BGP in the event of

� # x-�´s , for both the SPF route rank-
ing policy and non-SPF policies. In the event of

��� o or��� r-mps��pt , distribution-inherent instability can happen during
G-BGP convergence, which makes it difficult to asymptot-
ically compare G-BGP and BGP convergence speed when
non-SPF policies are used. Therefore, for the scenario where
event

� � o or
� � r-mps��pt occurs, we only analyze the case when

the SPF policy is used; we study the cases when non-SPF
policies are used via simulation in Section 5.

In the event of
� # x-�´s , we have

Theorem 4 When a network is at a state 9D] ,
(i) If % fail-stops gracefully, or if % fail-stops grossly

when it has a single neighboring AS, G-BGP converges
within ^ ��_ � � 	(� � 9 ] 	 9 ] �@� time, which is asymptotically
optimal; this holds whether or not the SPF (or some
non-SPF) route ranking policy is used;

If % fail-stops grossly when it has multiple neigh-
boring ASes, G-BGP converges within ` �aú� 9D] �@� time,
whether or not the SPF (or some non-SPF) policy is
used;

(ii) If % fail-stops, it takes BGP up to ^ �eÇ=b�ª� � 9D] 	 96] ��� time
to converge when the SPF policy is used and ` � _Ac �
time when non-SPF policy is used.

(iii)
_ � � 	(� � 9 ] 	 9 ] �edfa5� 9 ] �gd Ç�b��� � 9 ] 	 9 ] � . ©

In the event of
��� o , we have

Theorem 5 When the SPF route ranking policy is used, G-
BGP as well as BGP converges to a stable state 9u'] within
^ ��_ � � 	(� � 9 '] 	 9 '] �@� time in the event of

� � o , which is asymp-
totically optimal. ©

In the event of
��� r-mps��pt , not every node needs to change

route. A node is affected by a fault h if the node changes
route at least once during convergence after h occurs; the
set of all the nodes that are affected by a fault h is called the
affectation region of h . Then, we have

Lemma 1 When the SPF route ranking policy is used, the
affectation region in G-BGP as well as BGP is minimal in
the event of

� � r-mps��pt . ©
For the case where a network converges from a state 9 ]

to another state 9 i , we define the following notations:Q ï ëX9&hHí"9Di�ð I the set of nodes in
7 õ 9jh that change route

from 9 h to 9 i , i.e., :jkÂI�kP; 7 õ 9 h <Ckåõ QSR -PUTVMwN&õ 9&hmlònkåõ QSR -P>T MWN&õ 9Di�F ÷P>M�ëkÄí59&h-í59Di�ð I the node in
Q ï ëX9&hZí59Di�ð whose AS is in

the route kÄõ QÖR -PUTVMwNDõ 9Di and whose next
-hop does not change route from 9 h to 9 i ;ø EHG}ëkåíÙì4í29$h-í"9Di�ð I°N>O�PÄêVëÓP�M�ëkÄí59&h-í"9(i�ð�í¾ì4í29$hLðpo N>O@PåêyëkåíP>M�ëkÄí59&h-í29(i@ð�õ QÖR í"9Di�ð for a node k inQ ï ëX9 h í"9 i ð�õ

Then, we have

Theorem 6 When a network is at a state 9 ] and when the
SPF route ranking policy is used,

(i) If a node in an AS � or a link associated with
the node fail-stops, or if the routing policies of� change, G-BGP converges to a stable state9 i within ^ �eÏrqKs Æ-Ò+t l u-v�w Æ-Ò x�y{z u"|6} u-v-~ � ^y� � ` 	 � 	 9 ] 	 9 i ���
time, which is asymptotically optimal; it takes
BGP up to ^ ��Ç=b5� �È« � 9(] 	 9 i ��	 96] �@� time to con-
verge in this case, and

Ç�b� �È« � 9(] 	 9 i ��	 96] � �ÏrqKs Æ-Ò+t l u v w ÆyÒ x�y{z u | } u v ~ � ^y� � ` 	 � 	 9(] 	 9 i � ;
(ii) If a node � or a link associated with � joins, G-BGP

as well as BGP converges to a stable state 9 i within
^ ��_ � � 	 ��« � 96] 	 9 i �L	 9 i �@� time, which is asymptotically
optimal. ©

By Theorems 4, 5, and 6, we see that G-BGP ei-
ther achieves asymptotically optimal convergence speed or
asymptotically improves the convergence speed of BGP in
several scenarios where BGP exhibits delayed convergence
(such as when a node or a link fail-stops). By Theorem 2,
Lemma 1, and Theorem 6, we observe that, when a node
or a link fail-stops or when an AS changes routing poli-
cies, fault-agnostic instability prevents BGP from converg-
ing at an asymptotically optimal speed (as does G-BGP),
even though the affectation region is also minimal in BGP
when the SPF route ranking policy is used.

On the other hand, when the SPF policy is used (as is
the case in most ASes in the Internet), BGP converges at an
asymptotically optimal speed when a node or a link joins.
This conforms with our simulation results (as shown in Sec-
tion 5) and the experimental observations [15, 16, 18] that



BGP does not experience much delay in convergence when
a node or a link joins.
Related work revisited. As discussed in Section 1, the ex-
isting methods that try to improve BGP convergence are un-
able to eliminate all fault-agnostic instability. For example,
fault-agnostic instability can still occur in the fault scenario
discussed in Section 3.3 even if these methods are used. The
existence of fault-agnostic instability in these methods pre-
vents them from converging at optimal speeds in several im-
portant scenarios (e.g., when a node with multiple neigh-
bors fail-stops) where G-BGP does; for the same reason, it is
easy to prove that these methods do not asymptotically out-
perform G-BGP in any scenario. That is, even though these
methods do improve BGP convergence and the improve-
ment may even be significant in some cases, they do not
give the proved guarantee and optimality that G-BGP does.
(Therefore, in Section 5, we only compare G-BGP with the
standard BGP.)

5. Simulation results

We implement G-BGP in SSFNet [1], a network simu-
lator which has implemented a variety of standard Internet
protocols such as BGP, OSPF, and TCP. For fidelity of sim-
ulation, we use realistic Internet-type topologies [1] to eval-
uate the convergence properties of G-BGP. To study the im-
pact of network size as well as route ranking policy, we use
networks of size ranging from 7 ASes to 115 ASes,7 and
we use both the SPF route ranking policy and a random-
ized non-SPF policy where every route ^ is assigned a ran-
dom ^V<�_A` � ^ � . Then, we inject various types of faults (i.e.,
node fail-stop, node join, and policy change8) into networks
to simulate the events of

� # x��´s , � � o , and
� � r-mps��pt .

Event �I� �6��� . When the destination % fail-stops, the num-
ber of unnecessary route changes during convergence and
the convergence time of G-BGP as well as BGP are shown
in Figures 2 and 3 respectively.

We see that G-BGP converges with no unnecessary route
changes, as proved in Corollary 1. But there are many un-
necessary route changes during BGP convergence, and the
number increases quickly as the network size increases. If
we measure convergence stability by the number of route
changes during convergence (which equals to the number
of unnecessary route changes plus the number of nodes),
G-BGP improves BGP convergence stability by a factor of
29.4 for the network with 115 ASes. We also observe that,

7 Given the unavailability of information on intra-AS structures, we only
simulated 1 node in each AS. The observations will also apply to the
case where an AS has multiple nodes in it, but the detailed study is rel-
egated as a part of our future work.

8 The impact of link fail-stop and link join is reflected via node fail-stop
and node join respectively. Thus we do not simulate link fail-stop or
link join.
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Figure 2. The number of unnecessary route
changes after the destination % fail-stops
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Figure 3. The convergence time after the des-
tination % fail-stops

as network size increases, the convergence time of G-BGP
barely increases, but the convergence time of BGP increases
quickly. For the network with 115 ASes, G-BGP reduces the
convergence time of BGP by a factor of 10.2.

An interesting observation is that, in cases where the net-
work size and the convergence time of BGP increase (e.g.,
when the network size increases from 85 ASes to 115 ASes),
the convergence time of G-BGP may even decrease. The
reason for this is that, as network size increases, the connec-
tivity may increase, which reduces the average distance be-
tween nodes and thus the G-BGP convergence time. This
is in contrast to BGP where, as network connectivity in-
creases, the probability of using invalid routes and thus the
convergence time increase.

Event �P� � . When the destination % joins, the number of
unnecessary route changes during convergence and the con-
vergence time of G-BGP as well as BGP are shown in Fig-
ures 4 and 5 respectively.

We see that, when the SPF policy is used, the number
of unnecessary route changes during convergence and the
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Figure 4. The number of unnecessary route
changes after the destination % joins
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Figure 5. The convergence time after the des-
tination % joins

convergence time of BGP are the same as those of G-BGP,
which is not unexpected since, as proved in Theorems 2
and 5, there is no fault-agnostic instability during BGP con-
vergence and the convergence speed of BGP is asymptoti-
cally optimal in this case. On the other hand, when the ran-
domized non-SPF policy is used, the number of unneces-
sary route changes during convergence and the convergence
time of BGP are greater than those of G-BGP.

We also observe unnecessary route changes during G-
BGP convergence, which is due to distribution-inherent in-
stability. However, the time taken for G-BGP to converge
is still quite short in spite of the distribution-inherent in-
stability, which is similar to the observation in [18] that
distribution-inherent instability does not cause long delay
in BGP convergence.

Event �I����� � �(� when a node fail-stops. When a non-
destination node fail-stops, the number of unnecessary route
changes during convergence and the convergence time of G-
BGP as well as BGP are shown in Figures 6 and 7 respec-
tively. In this case, the patterns of difference in convergence
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Figure 6. The number of unnecessary route
changes after a non-destination node fail-
stops
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Figure 7. The convergence time after a non-
destination node fail-stops

stability as well as speed between G-BGP and BGP are sim-
ilar to those in the event of

� # x��´s .
Event � �-��� ���D� when a node joins. When a non-
destination node joins, the patterns of difference in conver-
gence stability as well as speed between G-BGP and BGP
are similar to those in the event of

� � o , and the results con-
form with Theorem 6. Due to the limitation of space, we
relegate the detailed data as well as figures for this case to
[24].

Event �P�-��� ���D� when an AS changes routing policy.
When an AS changes its routing policies, the patterns of dif-
ference in convergence stability as well as speed between G-
BGP and BGP are similar to those in the case when a non-
destination node fail-stops. Due to the limitation of space,
we relegate the detailed data as well as figures for this case
to [24].



6. Discussion

In this section, we discuss implementation and deploy-
ment issues for G-BGP. We also discuss approaches to re-
ducing distribution-inherent instability.

Due to space limitation, we relegate to [24] the detailed
program for G-BGP. Here we discuss mainly the issues in-
volved in incorporating G-BGP with existing BGP standard.

Enhancing intra-AS coordination. G-BGP enhances the
intra-AS coordination in BGP, so that each node � informs
the other nodes in its AS of the route of � itself, the neigh-
boring ASes to which � has exported its route, and the
neighboring ASes to which � is connected via an up-link.
It is straightforward to implement this technique if the ba-
sic BGP [22] is used, because all the nodes in an AS main-
tain IBGP sessions with each other. On the other hand, if
route reflection [4] or AS confederation [19] is used, nodes
in an AS may not maintain IBGP sessions with each other.
To enable enhanced intra-AS coordination in the latter case,
G-BGP requires that, (i) when route reflection is used, a
route reflector provide the required information regarding
nodes within its cluster to nodes outside its cluster, and that,
(ii) when AS confederation is used, a node � having a BGP
session with some node in a neighboring member-AS pro-
vide the information regarding nodes in the member-AS of� itself. Similarly, nodes in an AS can coordinate with each
other to share fault information and to synchronize sequence
numers of fault information. (Interestingly, it has also been
proved that letting route reflectors expose more detailed in-
formation about nodes within their clusters solves the prob-
lem of persistent route oscillations caused by certain “route
reflection” configurations [3].)

G-BGP in the presence of AS partition. The nodes in an
AS are usually connected. However, it is possible (though
rare) that an AS is partitioned due to some severe faults, in
which case nodes within the AS cannot maintain a consis-
tent view of routing. However, a consistent view of routing
among nodes within the same AS is required in G-BGP for
the task of generating certain fault information (i.e., a point
of channel-withdrawal, a point of segment-withdrawal, or a
point of channel-failure), as well as the task of assigning se-
quence numbers to fault information.

To guarantee the correctness of G-BGP in the pres-
ence of AS partition, G-BGP can be adapted as follows:
First, whenever a node � in a partitioned AS would gen-
erate a point of channel-withdrawal, a point of segment-
withdrawal, or a point of channel-failure regarding a chan-
nel

� ��� ��� 	 � � under normal G-BGP operation, � generates
a point of segment-withdrawal a�¼ 	 ±&' 	 ��� ��� 	 � 	 � 	 = z instead,
where ±&' is the set of ASes to which � has exported its last
route; Second, whenever � would generate a sequence num-
ber under normal G-BGP operation, � also attaches its node-
id (e.g., BGP identifier) to signal the fact that the freshness

of the corresponding fault information should be verified on
the basis of node � instead of its AS ��� ��� .

Encoding fault information. Besides the information used
in BGP, G-BGP uses fault information, purging-messages,
and state-clarifiers. Therefore, to implement G-BGP in a
way that allows graceful migration of and interoperability
with BGP, one key issue is to incorporate these new types of
information into the existing BGP message format such that
G-BGP and BGP can inter-operate. To this end, we define
a new optional transitive path attribute [22], and use this
attribute to encode the information introduced in G-BGP.
According to BGP specification, a BGP speaker propagates
a transitive attribute upon receipt, whether or not the BGP
speaker implements G-BGP. (For brevity, we relegate the
detailed encoding specification to [24].)

Incremental deployment of G-BGP. Given that G-BGP
uses an optional transitive path attribute to carry fault infor-
mation, G-BGP can be incrementally deployed and inter-
operate well with BGP. Moreover, even in the case of par-
tial deployment, the improvement in convergence stabil-
ity and speed is guaranteed for those ASes that deploy G-
BGP: when a fault occurs, information about the fault will
be generated at some node that deploys G-BGP and is af-
fected by the fault; then the fault information is propa-
gated, along with BGP UPDATE messages, to other affected
nodes; when the fault information reaches a node that de-
ploys G-BGP, the node can use the fault information to
avoid fault-agnostic instability and to expedite the network
convergence.

Approaches to reducing distribution-inherent instabil-
ity. Even though distribution-inherent instability does not
cause much delay in BGP convergence, it may enlarge the
affectation regions of faults when non-SPF route ranking
policies are used. As a result, some nodes are affected, even
if they do not have to change routes in the presence of faults.
Therefore, the time taken for G-BGP and BGP to converge
is increased by an amount depending on the number of such
nodes. One way to ameliorate this issue of enlarged affecta-
tion region is to use the technique of local stabilization [2],
which contains the impact of distribution-inherent instabil-
ity locally around where it occurs, so that the affectation re-
gion is bounded in diameter (only as a function of the de-
gree of fault perturbation in a network).

Moreover, to reduce type-(i) distribution-inherent insta-
bility, one approach is to reduce the delay in information
sharing by propagating fault information faster; another ap-
proach is for nodes to wait conservatively before changing
routes, in hope that fresher information will arrive.



7. Concluding remarks

The stability and speed of BGP convergence are closely
related. We studied the nature of instability during BGP
convergence, and we classified the instability into two cat-
egories: fault-agnostic instability and distribution-inherent
instability. Distribution-inherent instability does not cause
severe delay in BGP convergence and provably exists in ev-
ery distributed routing protocol. Therefore, we focused on
mechanisms to eliminate fault-agnostic instability, and we
proved that the elimination of fault-agnostic instability en-
ables G-BGP to asymptotically improve BGP convergence
speed and to converge at an asymptotically optimal speed
in several common scenarios where BGP convergence is
severely delayed (such as when a node or a link fail-stops).

In G-BGP, fault-agnostic instability is removed by reject-
ing invalid routes and obsolete fault information. In general,
we believe that propagating information about network dy-
namics (such as faults) and using better state detection tech-
niques can help the affected nodes adapt their behaviors dur-
ing convergence, which is also feasible given today’s high
speed networks.

The philosophy of “information hiding” in hierarchical
structures is observed in G-BGP in the sense that it does not
expose extra information at the intra-AS level to the inter-
AS level. G-BGP does not introduce additional information
that needs to be permanently maintained between far away
nodes, thus G-BGP does not introduce extra instability in
the presence of network dynamics. In general, “information
hiding” helps contain the impact of system dynamics locally
around where the dynamics occur, and to guarantee system
stability, “information hiding” should be observed as a prin-
ciple when we design new protocols or migrate existing pro-
tocols [2].

We mainly focused on the issues related to fault-agnostic
instability in this paper. In our future work, we will study in
more detail the impact of distribution-inherent instability on
BGP convergence speed; we will also study the fundamen-
tal limits on approaches to reducing distribution-inherent in-
stability.
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